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About This Content

Access to the playable character Tira in the full retail version of SOULCALIBUR VI.

The pack also includes a unique story for Tira in the Soul Chronicle mode.

This content can also be accessed with the SOULCALIBUR VI season pass (sold separately). Be sure to check that you have not
purchased the same content twice.

You must have the full retail version of the game to use this content. Additionally, you must be playing on the latest version of
the game to access the content.
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Title: SOULCALIBUR VI - DLC1: Tira
Genre: Action
Developer:
BANDAI NAMCO Studios, Dimps Corporation
Publisher:
BANDAI NAMCO Entertainment
Franchise:
FRANCHISE
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2018

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7, 8.1, 10 (64-bit)

Processor: Intel Core i3-4160 @ 3.60GHz or equivalent

Memory: 6 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1050

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 20 GB available space

Sound Card: DirectX compatible soundcard or onboard chipset

English,French,Italian,German,Japanese,Korean,Russian,Traditional Chinese
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Ticket to Earth is a good turn-based, tactical, match 3 game. It has an interesting sci-fi story, that is presented as a comic book
style. It's colorful, vibrant and beautiful sci-fi world. The story will suck you in and the battles on the Grid will keep you wanting
more.
The UI is simple and easy to use, you need only your mouse to control everything.
The first couple of missions have a nice tutorial, and unlocking new shops/stations are covered in the ongoing story, where they
will tell everything that you must know.

You will get money for completing story and side (justice) missions, and talent tokens for completing story missions and it's
bonus objectives (justice missions only rewards money)
Spend money to get new skills and more powerfull weaponry, but if you like suffering and makeing the game more difficult,
you can finnish it without buying anything. On my first run I only bought the new skills and finished the game with the starting
weapons, because I run out of money.....and there is an achievement for it.....if you are a completionist.....but it was really
difficult.

There are skills for stunn, burn or poison the enemy, making your next attack more powerfull for a single target or striking
multiple target, heal yourself or change the tiles colour around you.

With talent tokens you can unlock new talents for your characters in his/her talent tree, they are like passive power ups, make
you stronger (more HP) some tiles can heal you or give more attack damage, and you can reset the talent tree to try out different
strategies.

Currently money and talent tokens are limited, because the game is not complete (only Episode 1) so spend you money wisely
because skills are not cheap and cant reset them unlike the talent tree (resetting the talent tree will make reselling the weapons
back to the shop on there original price)

If you can match 8 or more tiles in one go, it will reward you with a Justice token to power up your super powerfull attack,
unleashing it will hit every enemy on the battle grid with massive damage. But you must pick up these tokens before they wanish
(after 3-4 turns money, health, jtokens will dissapear) or the enemy picks them up (you can save jtokens by killing the target to
drop it again) and before finishing the battle. Jtokens will carry over to the next mission, so you can power up and unleash it in
the next mission (even on the first turn)

Some of the starting grid colour and character/enemy placement are set, but most of it and the used tiles changing colour is
heavily RNG. So sometimes you will restart the battle because RNG-gods will hate you and make you suffer.

After some story missions you will unlock every station/shop, and you can replay every mission to finish all bonus objective that
you have failed before, or grind a little bit for justice tokens, or finish some achievement.
So don't fear if you cant complete all bonus objective in one run.
The story (so far) is linear, there are no choices or decisions.

My only negative complaint with the game is, there is currently only 1 Episode playable. The other 3 episodes will hopefully
shortly follow.
So for now the game will offer 5-10 hours of play time (5 for running throu and 10 if you are a completionist) and for that it's a
little bit expensive. But and it's a big BUT (no pun intended) if all 4 episode is this long, and the devs keep the game and story
quality high, than it's a fair price for the game.. Well put together, but clearly not finished. Graphics are clean, well chosen for
what it is. Plot is well written. One quibble - it makes no sense that the CIA handler has a stereotypical Hydra-Nazi-all-purpose-
German-sounding-badguy accent. The whole point is that this is super-patriotic American intelligence gone awry, right? Try a
nice deep southern accent...like Kevin Spacey in House of Cards. Or a flat, CNN-anchor voice.

. Brings me back to my youth. Very cute dialogue with amazing character designs and music.
The gameplay sort of reminds me of the gen 2 Pokemon games, and I like how the party system functions in this game.

Great game, it puts me in a good mood.. Ive played this game off and on since its release, even have the season pass for it too.
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For as much as I have passively enjoyed this game; it has been doubly frustrating.

As for this dlc, the cop cars arent all that bad but as a veteran player if I already have a car, I should be able to buy the cop
version at the same level. Add some lights, and a different coat of paint, otherwise no real difference under the hood.

The voice acting and writing is just awful. It was like they had it done in house with people that really didn't even care about
their work.

You can play this content with just the base game, but if you want to be a cop you have to fork over 25 USD. And God forbid
you want just one or two of the vehicles since its all you really run.

Most missions as a cop end up with it being 1 cop vs 2 or more street racers. Which for some reason, hate your guts the moment
you show up. I'd had my car beaten to smithereans on multiple occaisions after making a bust, to which racks up a damage score
that I then have to spend my reward money(and then some) fixing. No one likes a challenge anymore or to be forced to think
outside the box it seems. Getting smacked around during a mission is one thing, its entirely different when this happens after the
mission over.

The arresting mechanic is also broken. For one, as a street racer vs AI police you can get arrested up to 60 MPH, almost twice
the speed needed to kill someone. Yet, as a cop vs racers you can arrest people as long you're in range, regardless of speed.

A bug\/connection issue I have found is other players being able to use their abilities on me right after they have used the back
on track tool. Meaning I will be right alongside a racer who is protecting the transporter, and the transporter is a half mile away.
The racer will use the back on track tool like normal and warp up to being with the transporter, yet almost immediately after he
does this I get blinded or emp'd, etc. This means that I am being affected by abilites when I should not be, because I am out of
range of the one launching the abilities. In this circumstance it was me versus two racers.

I also find it highly annoying how when going up against a crew the ai for my own cops, while im being pummeled repeatedly
by the crew members. The ai decides to be a total dumbass and drive into me, the gaurdrail, the sky, but not after the
transporter. This is outside of being under the influence of the racers' abilities too.

Also, an important note I found in buying this dlc. You can not just buy a cop vehicle without buying the dlc first. Meaning you
have to go through the paywall first. And I still have yet to discover what all was unlocked with the purchase. So, far all I've
been able to figure out is that the 25USD covered playing as a cop. To which, if it really is the case then this is complete
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t.

The ai is bugged and stupid
The money is way to expensive for whats there
Once youve actually paid for the game mode,
you still have to earn the money needed to upgrade a reskinned car all over again,
let alone the fact that after your first "free" car, to which there is no other choices for choosing like before,
you have to then earn the money to buy whatever better car you actually wanted in the first place

Bottomline, this is a trash dlc and such a rip off that it is a direct slap in your face.

Wait till its like 90% off in a year two before even considering it for purchase.. not bad for a beta version and the price is neat. I
kinda like the game.. 10/10 game of the year
multiplayer works fine
i like this game becaus it a retro game and a top shooter. I'm usually not into Sci-fi but this game kept me entertained for quite a
while. Definitely worth its price tag even though it's not complete yet. I'm excited to see what the finished product will look like.
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Sci-fi 4X strategy game, it's ok.
If it included a decent story line, I would have played it more.. The game is buggy.. Had an interesting premise but bland,
repetitive music, unclear instructions on exactly what you're supposed to be doing, and unbeatable "training" levels ruined it for
me.. This was such a great two-hour experience. I <3 you SUSAN. Have to say, this took me by surprise.

At first glance it comes across as one of those fairly hollow, youtube vid fuel, barely playable mess games. Buy it if you want a
quick giggle... but it isnt. Despite being very silly the control of it is actually really tight. Yes the stick man can flail somewhat
but how out of control it is is mainly in your hands.

There are two or three levels that really push it as far as frustration goes, but much of the time it gets the difficulty about right
and again, it controls well enough that many of the losses are clearly down to you. Whats more it gets you back in to the game,
and is genuinely funny enough that a lot of your fails are easy to shrug off.

The different game modes are interesting, there is a surprising number of well designed levels to get through, and it is really
really cheap for what you are getting.

A funny, polished, and challenging twin stick puzzle game, well worth the entry fee.. The best worst game I've ever played.

WELCOME TO THE BONEZONE. Zenzizenzic (ZC) is another one of those flashy twin-stick colorful space-invaders type
game. Fly around and shoot enemies without being shot. Seems simple enough, right? This game's boss battles and lively
electronic soundtrack reminded me very much of tachyon project, another such game. So, what set's this one apart is that, unlike
Tachyon Project, which is "story driven", ZC had a so-called Macro mode, which is essentially a rogue-like procedureally
generated mode, where you advance and kill enemies and bosses. I actually enjoyed this mode way more than the campaign
mode, which was frankly very difficult for me. No points off there, though maybe a controller would make for better gameplay
(I have only a mouse and keyboard). There may be other games like it, but if it's cheap, I would totally recommend this game, if
only because visually it looks so pleasing, and the overall concept is so simple. Overall Score: 8.7/10. DOESN'T WORK ON
WINDOWS 10!!. Fast-paced, action packed, perfect game to play when matchmaking. The game has a lot of elements from
several good card and board games. Including Magic the Gathering, Mahjong, some chess elements and perhaps even Gwent.
The tutorial is simple enough to explain the game but once you get into the first Storm you get your butt kicked.

I highly recommend this game and have added a playthough on my YouTube channel of the first Storm level called the Dusk
Carnival here: https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=P78oz_wjJiY

If you enjoy Magic with a few more colour ranges and a different kind of strategy this is worth a buy!
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